
PEER REVIEW HISTORY 

BMJ Open publishes all reviews undertaken for accepted manuscripts. Reviewers are asked to 

complete a checklist review form (http://bmjopen.bmj.com/site/about/resources/checklist.pdf) and 

are provided with free text boxes to elaborate on their assessment. These free text comments are 

reproduced below.   

 

 

ARTICLE DETAILS 

TITLE (PROVISIONAL) Leadership and followership in the healthcare workplace: Exploring 
medical trainees’ experiences through narrative inquiry 

AUTHORS Gordon, Lisi; Rees, Charlotte; Ker, Jean; Cleland, Jennifer 

 

VERSION 1 - REVIEW 

REVIEWER Mark Learmonth 
Durham University, UK 

REVIEW RETURNED 17-Jul-2015 

 

GENERAL COMMENTS I read your paper with great interest. Although I am going to be 
rather critical of your work, you grabbed my interest from the start 
because your paper demonstrates the degree to which medical 
attitudes to issues that might have been dismissed as managerial in 
the past seem to have been taken up by doctors. Indeed, I infer from 
your paper that the hegemonic influence of “leadership” (which you 
use as an unquestioned(able) framing device throughout the paper) 
has found its way now even into a realm like medicine. Doctors, at 
least in your account of them, seem to have succumbed to what 
O’Reilly & Reed call “leaderism.” O dear!  
 
The biggest criticism I have therefore is the lack of reflexivity you 
show in relation to the taken for grantedness of leadership 
throughout the paper. As I have already hinted, a generation ago I 
guess it would have been almost unthinkable for doctors (or those 
studying them – I’m not sure, by the way, whether you are medically 
trained or not) to frame their world using the language of leadership. 
Until recently, I‘m pretty sure a paper like this would have used one 
of the more traditional ways in which these experiences could have 
been framed. Why not look at the doctors’ experiences as, say, 
game playing (the famous “doctor nurse game” Stein 1967 came to 
mind as I was reading your paper)? Or psycho-analytically? The 
“daddy” incident surely cries out for such treatment! In any event, 
there is a significant literature that is critical of leadership – 
especially as a dominant discourse – indeed you cite one of my own 
papers (reference 2) which attempts to make a modest contribution 
to this literature. In revising your work, while you may want to stick 
with leadership as your primary framing device, I would strongly 
recommend that you use the literature that is critical of leadership to 
be much more reflexive about your underpinning assumptions. What 
does framing your whole study in the language of leadership “do” to 
your findings? For instance, I wonder whether, in their naturally 
occurring talk, doctors really do talk about “leadership” in the way 
they do in your study. How might they have talked if you hadn’t 
asked them questions specifically using the term leadership? 
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Anyway, I have included a few sources that critique leadership in 
this sort of way for you to take a look at.  
 
 
Alvesson, M and Karreman, D. (2015) “Intellectual Failure and 
Ideological Success in Organization Studies: The Case of 
Transformational Leadership” Journal of Management Inquiry (in 
early view).  
Collinson, D. and Tourish, D. (2015) “Teaching Leadership Critically: 
New Directions for Leadership Pedagogy.” Academy of 
Management Learning & Education (in early view).  
Evans, P., Hassard, J. and Hyde, P. (2013) Critical Leadership. 
London: Routledge.  
Fairhurst, G. T. and D. Grant (2010). ‘The social construction of 
leadership: A sailing guide’, Management Communications 
Quarterly, 24, 171-210.  
Harding, N. (2014) Reading leadership through Hegel’s master/slave 
dialectic: Towards a theory of the powerlessness of the powerful, 
Leadership, 391-411.  
McDonald, R. (2014) "Leadership and leadership development in 
healthcare settings – a simplistic solution to complex problems?" 
International Journal of Health Policy and Management 3 (5) 227-
229  
O’Reilly, D., & Reed, M. (2010). ‘Leaderism’: An evolution of 
managerialism in UK public service reform. Public Administration, 
88, 960–978.  
Spoelstra, S., & ten Bos, R. (2011). Leadership, in business ethics 
and contemporary philosophy. Cambridge, UK: Cambridge.  
Vince, R. and Mazen, A. (2014) “Violent Innocence: A contradiction 
at the heart of leadership.” Organization Studies 35(2) 189–207  
 
 
My second biggest response to your paper was about its 
incongruous stylistic elements. You are attempting to write a 
narrative analysis within the rhetorical conventions of a 
scientific/medical paper. So, for example, you tabulate your results, 
talk about “n” equalling numbers and so on – all of which are 
rhetorics implying a search for factors traditionally prized in science 
– precision, validity, reliability and so on. Yet the value of narrative 
analysis is its celebration of things like ambiguity, ambivalence, 
paradox and undecidability (is it not?) OK, I understand that there 
are very good reasons for publishing this sort of paper in a widely 
read medical journal which presumably requires the kind of rhetoric 
you use; but I’d recommend nevertheless that you at least find ways 
to signal to the reader that the style imposed on you doesn’t really fit 
with what you are trying to do.  
 
A problem related to the above point is that your paper risks falling 
between two stools. I guess it might risk not being “scientific” enough 
to satisfy a traditional medical audience (I don’t know, of course, not 
being a member of that audience). But it certainly risks appearing 
naïve in the ways in which it deals with social scientific and literary 
theories. Take your treatment of “metaphor” for example. You reveal 
no awareness of the huge philosophical, literary and social scientific 
debate on this topic and seemingly use a “common sense” definition. 
This is a particularly odd omission given that the issue of metaphor 
is a lively debate within leadership studies (see for example, 
Alvesson & Spicer’s book METAPHORS WE LEAD BY Routledge, 
2011).  
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Overall, you have produced a fascinating paper, clearly written and 
provocative. At the moment though, for me at least, it seems blithely 
unaware of the paradoxes it is caught in. 

 

REVIEWER Dr Dianne Bowskill 
University of Nottingham  
School of Health Sciences  
Queens Medical Centre  
Nottingham 

REVIEW RETURNED 20-Aug-2015 

 

GENERAL COMMENTS Just a couple of very minor details to add to the methods section to 
enhance clarity for the reader-  
p 7 paragraph 2 line 1 you state 11 group and 19 individual 
interviews were conducted. Why were two methods of data 
collection adopted? Why groups, what were the group sizes, was 
there any difference between individual and group data noted, was it 
easy to extract individual examples from the group interviews?  
p7 paragraph 3 line 1 you state an interview guide was devised, 
what was used to guide the development of this interview guide and 
was it subject to pilot use? 

 

REVIEWER Sudha Koppula 
Department of Family Medicine, University of Alberta, Edmonton, 
Canada 

REVIEW RETURNED 23-Aug-2015 

 

GENERAL COMMENTS - the background outlines a different view of leadership than has 
previously been described in the existing literature  
- in emerging setting of team-based care, this flexible/distributed 
perspective of leadership warrants examination such as the way in 
which the authors have approached this study  
- the concept of trainees' identity construction is a worthwhile 
phenomenon to examine  
- Interesting design and methodology chosen. This approach seems 
to make sense given the authors' goals  
- Significant number of participants for a qualitative study  
- Appendices are helpful as descriptions provided would not be as 
clear without these  
- It is unfortunate that there seemed to be so many narratives 
relating to hospital settings despite having so many GP trainees in 
the study. It would be interesting to see if the clinical setting makes a 
difference.  
- The study seemed to elicit profound descriptions from the 
participants, e.g. abuse situations or feeling "nonhuman" in a static 
leadership setting. The participants may not have had the 
opportunity to discuss such distressing matters had this study not 
been conducted.  

 

VERSION 1 – AUTHOR RESPONSE 

Reviewer 1:  

The biggest criticism I have therefore is the lack of reflexivity you show in relation to the taken for 

grantedness of leadership throughout the paper. As I have already hinted, a generation ago I guess it 
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would have been almost unthinkable for doctors (or those studying them – I’m not sure, by the way, 

whether you are medically trained or not) to frame their world using the language of leadership. Until 

recently, I‘m pretty sure a paper like this would have used one of the more traditional ways in which 

these experiences could have been framed. Why not look at the doctors’ experiences as, say, game 

playing (the famous “doctor nurse game” Stein 1967 came to mind as I was reading your paper)? Or 

psycho-analytically? The “daddy” incident surely cries out for such treatment! In any event, there is a 

significant literature that is critical of leadership – especially as a dominant discourse – indeed you 

cite one of my own papers (reference 2) which attempts to make a modest contribution to this 

literature. In revising your work, while you may want to stick with leadership as your primary framing 

device, I would strongly recommend that you use the literature that is critical of leadership to be much 

more reflexive about your underpinning assumptions. What does framing your whole study in the 

language of leadership “do” to your findings? For instance, I wonder whether, in their naturally 

occurring talk, doctors really do talk about “leadership” in the way they do in your study. How might 

they have talked if you hadn’t asked them questions specifically using the term leadership? Anyway, I 

have included a few sources that critique leadership in this sort of way for you to take a look at.  

Author response:  

We appreciate your comments and feel that the reviewer makes a valid point about the frame in which 

we have chosen to analyse our data. We are aware of the literature that the reviewer points us to and 

agree that the first version of our paper may lack reflexivity in relation to this body of work and the rise 

of ‘leaderism’ in healthcare discourse. To attend to this, we have revised both our introduction and 

discussion and have enhanced our justification of why we still chose to focus on leadership. As an 

aside, we also now include information about the research team in our methods section, plus we 

reflect critically on the composition of our team in terms of its impact on the data collection/analysis in 

our discussion section.  

 

Reviewer 1:  

My second biggest response to your paper was about its incongruous stylistic elements. You are 

attempting to write a narrative analysis within the rhetorical conventions of a scientific/medical paper. 

So, for example, you tabulate your results, talk about “n” equalling numbers and so on – all of which 

are rhetorics implying a search for factors traditionally prized in science – precision, validity, reliability 

and so on. Yet the value of narrative analysis is its celebration of things like ambiguity, ambivalence, 

paradox and undecidability (is it not?) OK, I understand that there are very good reasons for 

publishing this sort of paper in a widely read medical journal which presumably requires the kind of 

rhetoric you use; but I’d recommend nevertheless that you at least find ways to signal to the reader 

that the style imposed on you doesn’t really fit with what you are trying to do.  

Author Response:  

We appreciate your comments. However our study is grounded in social constructionism and we do 

not want readers to assume that just because we provide numbers in our study that 

numbers=positivism – they do not within the context of our study/paper. We use numbers in our study 

to elucidate patterns (similarities and differences) that would not be apparent without the numbers. It 

is not unusual for some qualitative researchers to draw on numbers to look at such patterns in large 

qualitative datasets (e.g. see Maxwell 2010) and we are increasingly employing numbers for this 

purpose in our large qualitative datasets, including research published in this journal (e.g. Rees et al. 

2015). To support this position, we have made it clearer in our method and discussion sections that 

we employ a qualitative process-orientated approach despite the numbers.  

 

Reviewer 1:  

But it certainly risks appearing naïve in the ways in which it deals with social scientific and literary 

theories. Take your treatment of “metaphor” for example. You reveal no awareness of the huge 

philosophical, literary and social scientific debate on this topic and seemingly use a “common sense” 

definition. This is a particularly odd omission given that the issue of metaphor is a lively debate within 

leadership studies (see for example, Alvesson & Spicer’s book METAPHORS WE LEAD BY 
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Routledge, 2011).  

Author Response:  

Thank you for your comments. We are aware of the book that the reviewer has pointed us to in 

relation to metaphors within leadership studies. However, our analysis is concerned more with a ‘little 

d’ discourse analysis approach to metaphorical analysis (such as that used in our previous studies 

e.g. Rees et al. 2007; 2009) rather than the ‘Big D’ discourse analysis approach to metaphors used by 

Alvesson and Spicer (2011) in their book. We have now made this clearer in the discussion section of 

our paper.  

 

Reviewer 2:  

p 7 paragraph 2 line 1 you state 11 group and 19 individual interviews were conducted. Why were two 

methods of data collection adopted?  

Author Response:  

Thank you for your comments. We initially aimed to have only group interviews but convenience for 

participants meant that individual interviews were often necessary. This has been clarified within our 

methods section.  

 

Reviewer 2:  

Why groups, what were the group sizes, was there any difference between individual and group data 

noted, was it easy to extract individual examples from the group interviews?  

Author Response:  

We initially aimed to have group interviews as from a social constructionist perspective, group 

interviews had the potential for participants to build on each other’s ideas. Note that our group sizes 

ranged from 3 to 7 and we have added words to this affect in our method section. As we were looking 

for personal incident narratives about discrete events described by an individual, narratives were 

identified in the same way for each type of interview (both individual and group). Our approach made 

it easy to identify individual examples from both types of interview. However, we did not note nor 

formally explore any differences in data between the two (as this was not relevant to our research 

questions). We have made these points clearer in our methods and discussion section.  

 

Reviewer 2:  

p7 paragraph 3 line 1 you state an interview guide was devised, what was used to guide the 

development of this interview guide and was it subject to pilot use?  

Author Response:  

As we conducted semi-structured interviews the guide was devised to provide very broad direction. It 

was developed to be in line with the study research questions. The guide was developed through our 

knowledge of the literature. Note however that this discussion guide was mostly used as an aide 

memoir and was not followed slavishly. It was not piloted, however two of the authors listened back to 

the first few interviews together and reflected on their structure to ensure that they were addressing 

the research questions. We have made this clearer in our methods section.  

 

Reviewer 3:  

The background outlines a different view of leadership than has previously been described in the 

existing literature.  

Author Response:  

Thank you for your positive comments. Our background reflects current thinking in the management 

literature about leadership.  

 

Reviewer 3:  

In emerging setting of team-based care, this flexible/distributed perspective of leadership warrants 

examination such as the way in which the authors have approached this study.  

Author Response:  
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Thank you for your positive comments.  

 

Reviewer 3:  

The concept of trainees' identity construction is a worthwhile phenomenon to examine.  

Author Response:  

Thank you for your positive comments.  

 

Reviewer 3:  

Interesting design and methodology chosen. This approach seems to make sense given the authors' 

goals.  

Author Response:  

Thank you for your positive comments.  

 

Reviewer 3:  

Significant number of participants for a qualitative study.  

Author Response:  

Thank you for your comments, we have added this to our discussion section as a strength of out 

study.  

 

Reviewer 3:  

Appendices are helpful as descriptions provided would not be as clear without these.  

Author Response:  

Thank you for your comment. The appendices the reviewer describes are in fact tables which we 

hope will be included within the main body of the final version of this paper. We suggest that placing 

all of our data excerpts in tables helps the narrative flow of the paper.  

 

Reviewer 3:  

It is unfortunate that there seemed to be so many narratives relating to hospital settings despite 

having so many GP trainees in the study. It would be interesting to see if the clinical setting makes a 

difference.  

Author Response:  

With regards to your comments on the setting of the narratives - we agree that comparing setting 

would have been interesting. However the semi-structured nature of our interviews meant that 

trainees could choose anything as most memorable experiences, which for most, were hospital-

based. In the UK our GP trainees will spend 18 months of their three year training in a hospital - this is 

following a 2 year hospital-based foundation programme. This ‘time-spent’ in the hospital setting 

undoubtedly has influenced the setting of their stories. We have added comments related to this in 

our discussion. We have also added that further research into context differences would be 

recommended.  

 

Reviewer 3 :  

The study seemed to elicit profound descriptions from the participants, e.g. abuse situations or feeling 

"nonhuman" in a static leadership setting. The participants may not have had the opportunity to 

discuss such distressing matters had this study not been conducted.  

Author Response:  

Thank you. We have added a line based on this comment to the discussion section of our paper.z 
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VERSION 2 – REVIEW 

REVIEWER Mark Learmonth 
Durham University, UK 

REVIEW RETURNED 19-Oct-2015 

 

GENERAL COMMENTS I’m still rather worried about your paper’s emphasis (and reliance) on 
the leadership-followership dualism as if it were an a-historical, non-
ideological way of seeing the world. It’s a particularly troubling 
practice for a study that claims to be “grounded in social 
constructionism”. For example, it’s not clear whether the participants 
themselves used terms like leadership and followership. Indeed, 
there are no reported incidences of informants using the term 
“follower” so it seems at least possible that you imposed the term on 
the study; and yet the leader-follower dualism is absolutely central 
and (with the exception of a few perfunctory lines in the discussion 
on p.19 which are undermined by the disclaimer about 
“followership”) unquestioned. What seems to me to be happening is 
that you are socially constructing leadership and followership. 
Leadership & followership (as Berger & Luckmann might have put it) 
for you is a framework that is ordering your sense impressions and 
you yourselves are acting as if leader-follower is simply what is.  
 
I guess though that you aren’t going to be convinced by me. There 
are plenty of people in health care who share your predilections so if 
the editor’s one of them I suppose good luck to you! 

 

VERSION 2 – AUTHOR RESPONSE 

 

I’m still rather worried about your paper’s emphasis (and reliance) on the leadership-followership 

dualism as if it were an a-historical, non-ideological way of seeing the world. It’s a particularly 

troubling practice for a study that claims to be “grounded in social constructionism”. For example, it’s 

not clear whether the participants themselves used terms like leadership and followership. Indeed, 

there are no reported incidences of informants using the term “follower” so it seems at least possible 

that you imposed the term on the study; and yet the leader-follower dualism is absolutely central and 

(with the exception of a few perfunctory lines in the discussion on p.19 which are undermined by the 

disclaimer about “followership”) unquestioned. What seems to me to be happening is that you are 

socially constructing leadership and followership. Leadership & followership (as Berger & Luckmann 

might have put it) for you is a framework that is ordering your sense impressions and you yourselves 

are acting as if leader-follower is simply what is.  

 

Author response:  

Thank you for your comments and we understand the reviewer’s expressed concern. We 

acknowledge that we sensitised the participants to ‘leadership’ and ‘followership’ ahead of eliciting 

narratives through the participant information sheet, the pre-interview questionnaire about their 

understandings of these terms and through direct questioning at the start of the interviews about their 

understandings of leadership and followership. This was so that we could explore their 

understandings of the terms ‘leadership and ‘followership’ in a healthcare context. We noted that we 

had some 'resistance' to this articulation of terms, for example, in various examples of them not 

knowing what followership was, findings, which are to be reported in a paper to be published in 

Medical Education in December 2015. In order to address the reviewer’s comments, we have added 
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reflective discussion about this issue to our limitations section of the discussion and within the 

‘strengths and limitations of the study’ bullets. 
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